Quiz - St. James’s Chancel
The chancel is the eastern part of
the church where the choir and
clergy sit. It is separated from the
nave by steps, a rail and an arch.
▪ Sort the words to show what is
written on the arch:
WORSHIP US DOWN THE KNEEL
FALL AND O OUR BEFORE LORD
LET MAKER COME AND
………………………………………….
………………………………………….
………………………………………….
▪ Answer the question:
- The stained glass window in the
Chancel shows
(St. John the Evangelist, Mary, Jesus
on the cross)
…………………………………………..
▪ What letters are in the design
of the chancel roof timbers?
A and O (Alpha and Omega)
XP (the first two letters of the
Greek word for Christ)

▪ Put a ring round the right words to make the
sentences:
- The organ has many (pipes, rods, spears)
- It has (two, four, three) keyboards.
- The organist uses his (hands, feet, arms) to
play the keyboards.
- The organist uses his (hands, feet, arms) to
play the pedals.
- The 'stops' beside the keyboards
(are useful for hanging things on,
make different instrument sounds,
control the lights in the church).

▪ Fill the gaps below using the following words: (prayer, carved, clergy, backs, wood, chairs, Greek,
entrance).
The litany desks are …………….. desks and the
sanctuary or bishop's chairs are special chairs,
both for the ………….... to use. They are all made of
………… and are beautifully .………… They now
stand at the ……………. to the chancel. IHS is
carved on the ………... of the sanctuary …………..
IHS or IHC are the first three letters of the
………….. for Jesus (IHCOYC). There are three
sanctuary chairs and two litany desks.
▪ Sort the letters to make the sentences:
Choir stalls are fixed seats in the chancel where the
………….. (IRHCO) and ………… (CGLYER) can sit.
They are made of ………….. (ODWO) and the stall ends
are beautifully …………… (EDCVRA). There are ………
(EHTER) stalls each side of the chancel. The sopranos
and altos, (LFEAME) voices, sit one side while the tenors and basses, (LAME) voices sit the other sde.P

